A three dimensional X-ray spectrum image (XSI) can be recorded by scanning a focused electron or X-ray beam across a two dimensional array of points on a sample and saving an X-ray spectrum at each point. The X-ray spectrum is typically a vector of integers recording the intensity (i.e., "counts") at a particular X-ray energy. Thus, recording one dimensional X-ray spectra across a two dimensional array results in a three dimensional XSI, since each intensity is a function of X, Y and energy. The sizes of early XSIs were limited by the X-ray detector hardware and the practical limitations of hard drive space on personal computers, but modern instrumentation and computers can easily produce XSIs of 10 GB or more [1] . Even larger data sets are possible if, rather than recording an X-ray spectrum at each point, a full XSI is recorded at each point in a two dimensional stage scanning array on a sample. This five dimensional imaging is made possible through the use of an imaging spectrometer, such as the pnCCD based Color X-ray Camera (CXC) [2] . The CXC records the position (with a position resolution down to 3 µm) and energy (with an energy resolution of approximately 145 eV at Mn Kα) of each X-ray event on the detector. From a single analysis, the full XSI can be recorded with variables of (X camera , Y camera , energy). The final five dimensional data can be constructed by recording an array of XSIs, where each intensity is a function of (X sample , Y sample , X camera , Y camera , energy), as shown in Figure 1 .
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One of the major challenges of this imaging mode is that the resulting data often requires several terabytes of hard disk space. It is tempting, therefore, to significantly reduce the data by simply summing along three of the dependent axes (e.g., X camera , Y camera , energy), resulting in a two dimensional image. But this strategy can reduce or eliminate the information content of the data. The focus of this work is to demonstrate how some "Big Data" techniques can be applied to these enormous X-ray data sets. Here, a particular emphasis has been placed on dimensionality reduction such that the maximum amount of information is preserved. This technique also makes free use of noise reduction, missing data imputation and machine learning, as provided in the Anaconda data analysis environment from Continuum Analytics [3] .
An example of "Big Data" style dimensionality reduction is demonstrated in Figure 1 . A sample of manganese doped lead zirconate titanate (PMZT) was scanned with a collimated X-ray beam to create a five dimensional X-ray image as described above. First, the data are summed along the energy axis to create a four dimensional data set (i.e., an array of images). A region of interest is selected on the images and the counts in that region are summed and plotted. The result reveals structures on the sample. In the second case, the data are summed along the X camera axis. This image contains both diffraction information (seen as curves in the image) and fluorescence (seen as vertical lines). Using Bragg's law, the curves on the image can be modeled and removed, and the missing fluorescence data imputed using various methods. This process is highlighted in Figure 2 . 
